[Radiotherapy of soft tissue sarcomas].
Soft tissue sarcomas are uncommon neoplasms that represent approximately 1% of all malignancies. It is clear that sarcomas require a therapeutic approach that establishes local control and thereby eliminates the potential of metastasis for patients with truly limited disease. Localized sarcomas are generally treated by surgery. Excision must be complete, with a wide margin of normal tissue, and along anatomic planes, or recurrence will almost certainly follow. Amputations are still occasionally required, although limb salvage procedures are being used increasingly, particularly in the context of multimodality therapy with irradiation or chemotherapy. Radiotherapy can be highly effective for improving local control and is used as adjuvant therapy, either preoperatively or postoperatively. In case of non-in-sano-resection a salvage surgery is indicated. Use of adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy allows for more conservative surgery without compromising local control, and therefore often may allow limb salvage where amputation might otherwise be necessary, e.g. in case of R1- or R2-resection without a new resection, a close margin or large tumors with histologic G2 or G3 grading and in case of local relapses. Local control rate of 90% are reported for the combination of pre- and postoperative radiotherapy. Prognosis is still limited by distant metastases. In case of unresectable tumors neutron radiotherapy results in 50% local control. New approaches e.g. hyperfractionated-accelerated radiotherapy, interoperative radiotherapy and chemoradiotherapy are promising perspectives, which are being evaluated in clinical studies. Desmoid tumors benefit of postoperative radiotherapy in case of R1-resection or relapse.